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ABSTRACT Safety is impaired when drivers are required to perform main driving task (tracking of own car,
distance maintenance between own car and a leading car, and response to target objects) and secondary task
simultaneously, for example, responding to target cars on the road while operating in-vehicle equipment.
A two-factor (presence or absence of tactile warning by input modality (no secondary task, voice command
for a secondary task, and manual input for a secondary task)) within-subject design of ten licensed males
was used to investigate how to compensate for safety impairments (decreased performance of a main and a
secondary task such as increased tracking error during driving or increased reaction time to target cars on the
road). We investigated whether the use of tactile warnings transmitted via left and right thighs for detecting
road objects and voice command to operate in-vehicle equipment could compensate for safety impairments
such as the increased reaction time to target cars on the road, the increase of detection error of target cars,
or increased tracking error in driving. The accuracy and speed of responses to target cars encountered during
driving were reduced when a driver was asked to perform the main and the secondary task simultaneously
compared to situations performing only the main driving task (tracking, distance maintenance, and response
to target cars). The availability of a tactile warning system for road objects compensated for these diminished
performance measures, including slower response times and the increased detection error of target cars.
Likewise, voice command contributed to enhanced performance of the main driving task such as decrease
of tracking error.

18 INDEX TERMS Automotive safety, interference of multiple tasks, tactile warning, voice command.

I. INTRODUCTION19

The need to perform multiple tasks while driving increases a20

driver’s visual and cognitive workload and substantially com-21

plicates the driver-vehicle interaction. Safety will be impaired22

due to inattentive driving during multi-task performance [1],23

[2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. The need to perform multi-24

ple tasks simultaneously while driving can result in delayed25

responses to hazardous situations and increased potentials for26

crashes.27

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Roberto Sacile .

Visual and auditory perceptions are encountered more fre- 28

quently while driving than are tactile perceptions. Tactile 29

warnings can alert drivers [9], [10], [11], [12] and prompt 30

rapid reactions to road hazards [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], 31

[18], [19]. Murata et al. [13] demonstrated the advantage of 32

tactile versus auditory warnings for drivers operating vehi- 33

cles in noisy environmental conditions. Therefore, one might 34

anticipate that, in the absence of interfering visual or audi- 35

tory information, tactile warnings may lead to more rapid 36

responses to road hazards and contribute to driving safety. 37

Viewed from the stimulus input modality, visual warning 38

interfereswith a visual hazard and auditorywarning interferes 39
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with noise in traffic environment. Tactile warning, on the40

other hand, dose not interfere with a visual hazard or noise in41

traffic environment. Therefore, the advantage of tactile warn-42

ing over visual or auditory warning in traffic environment is43

apparent.44

Voice command is another promising technology that can45

enhance cognitive processing and promote rapid responses46

than can be achieved with manual responses, most notably47

when multiple tasks are involved [20], [21], [22], [23], [24],48

[25]. One’s capacity to perform two tasks simultaneously is49

improved when one task can be addressed with a manual50

response (i.e., pressing a key or button) and another can be51

addressed with voice command [24], [25], [26]. Murata [26]52

investigated the benefit of voice command in a dual-task situ-53

ation and concluded that the outcomes associated with voice54

command were superior to those requiring key responses,55

most notably when the workload of the secondary task was56

increased. According to multiple resource theory [22], [23],57

[25], the performance of a secondary task will be improved58

if the response mode does not interfere with that necessary59

to accomplish the main task. Therefore, one might anticipate60

the improved performance of both main and secondary tasks61

when the latter can be addressed with voice command that62

does not interfere with the manual responses required by the63

former (main task).64

The following studies demonstrated the effectiveness of65

voice command. Owens et al. [27] evaluated on-road driver66

performance when performing a secondary task (control-67

ling in-car technology) manually or with voice command,68

and demonstrated the effectiveness of voice command when69

conducting a secondary task. Miller et al. [28] showed that70

hybrid display tasks (auditory response and visual display71

(input)) were completed more quickly than equivalent audio72

only tasks (auditory response and auditory display (input)).73

Alvarez et al. [29] found that amongst all modalities, voice74

interfaces were more effective for consulting information75

while driving.76

Ranney et al. [30], on the other hand, found that the ben-77

efits of the voice-based interface were not large enough to78

appreciably reduce the distraction potential associated with79

performing the secondary tasks in a car-following scenario.80

Although Lee et al. [5] did not show the advantage of voice81

command (voice command was slower than manual input),82

the overall performance was not impaired when using voice83

command. These studies never show ineffectiveness of voice84

command in driving situations. Rather, the studies on the85

effectiveness of voice command generally seem to show the86

promising property of voice command under a dual-task87

driving situation if voice command is used appropriately.88

Based on the literature review on voice command above,89

we assumed that voice command was more effective for a90

secondary task to improve the performance decrement of a91

main driving task as compared to manual input for a sec-92

ondary input.93

Jung et al. [31] proposed a voice interface with touch94

pad interactions as a superior method for accomplishing95

secondary tasks during driving. Although the findings of Jung 96

et al. [31] demonstrated the advantages of a secondary task 97

interface that utilized both voice and tactile senses, they inves- 98

tigated only the effect of voice command and tactile display 99

on the secondary task performance and did not explore how 100

these modifications affected driving itself or hazard detection 101

while driving. In other words, they did not examine the effect 102

of tactile warning on both driving task and secondary task. 103

Based on the discussion above, we attempt to explore the 104

effectiveness of tactile warning and voice command within 105

the framework of S-C-R compatibility [22], [23]. The ratio- 106

nale of using voice command and tactile warning is summa- 107

rized as Hypotheses 1-5 below (see Figure 1). The cogni- 108

tive information required to process a target object includes 109

its perception and recognition followed by the appropriate 110

motor responses. According to the S-C-R compatibility prin- 111

ciple, performance will be enhanced by avoiding interference 112

between stimulus input modalities, between cognitive (cen- 113

tral) processing modalities, and between response (output) 114

modalities. 115

This study focused on ways to improve driving efficiency 116

(safety) by using tactile warning and voice command when a 117

secondary task (e.g., operating in-vehicle equipment) inter- 118

fered with the main driving task (tracking, distance main- 119

tenance, and response to target cars). Specifically, while 120

verifying Hypotheses 1-5 below, we investigated how the 121

simultaneous use of tactile warnings to detect target cars and 122

voice command to execute a secondary task contributed to 123

compensate for the impaired performance that resulted from 124

performing the two tasks simultaneously to provide some 125

implications for enhancing safety bymeans of tactile warning 126

and voice command. 127

II. RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 128

As mentioned above, tactile warning was superior to visual 129

or auditory warning in response speed and accuracy because 130

of lack of interference of the stimulus input modalities like 131

stimulus (input) modality interference of visual warning with 132

a visual target or that of auditory warning with noise in 133

traffic environment [14], [15], [17]. In Hypothesis 1, there- 134

fore, we assume that tactile warning would promote rapid 135

responses to target cars on the road because of the absence of 136

the interference between stimulus modalities associated with 137

a visual object (visual target car and visual warning to this 138

target). 139

Avoidance of stimulus modality competition between 140

visual warning and visual attention to a target car by tactile 141

warning does not mitigate other activities such as track- 142

ing (visual stimulus modality) and maintenance of distance 143

between own car and leading car (visual stimulus modal- 144

ity) necessary for the main driving task, because resource 145

competition for central processing among the three spatial 146

activities (tracking, distance maintenance, and responses to 147

target cars) during the main driving task cannot be mitigated 148

by avoidance of stimulus modality competition by tactile 149

warning. Therefore, it is expected that tactile warning does 150
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FIGURE 1. Hypotheses 1-5 based on the framework of stimulus-central processing-response (S-C-R) compatibility.

not improve the performance of tracking task and mainte-151

nance of appropriate distance between own and the leading152

cars (Hypothesis 2). It must be noted that Hypotheses 1-2 are153

related to the main driving task (tracking, distance mainte-154

nance, and response to a target car) and tactile warning.155

There is no resource competition for central processing156

between a secondary graphical user interface (GUI) task157

(verbal processing) and a reaction task to target cars on158

the road (spatial processing), because the former is verbal159

and the latter corresponds to a spatial task. Therefore, it is160

expected that fast spatial response to target cars on the road161

by tactile warning will enhance the performance of a GUI162

task irrespective of whether a GUI task is performed either163

manually or with voice command (Hypothesis 3).164

The S-C-R compatibility principle also assumes that simul-165

taneous performance of the main driving task and the166

secondary task with manual responses represents a case of167

interfering response modalities and such an interference will168

lead to impaired performance (safety), including an increase169

in the tracking errors and a decrease in the fraction of time170

spent at the appropriate distance from the leading car. There-171

fore, it is expected that the use of voice command for a172

secondary task would eliminate the interference between the173

two manual response modalities (manual driving and manual174

response to aGUI task) and thusmight compensate for perfor-175

mance (safety) impairments associated with the main driving176

task in a multi-task situation. When voice commands are177

used to perform a secondary task, this interference does not178

occur. Therefore, we anticipate that voice command results179

in improvements in efficiency of the main driving task in a180

multi-task situation. This hypothesis is also supported by past181

findings [24], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30] that voice commands182

were effective under a multi-task situation. Therefore, it is 183

expected that avoidance of response modality competition 184

between manual input to a GUI task and manual tracking, 185

manual distance maintenance and manual response to target 186

cars enhances performances of tracking, distance mainte- 187

nance, and response to target cars on the road and contributes 188

to the improvement of the three tasks related to driving 189

(Hypothesis 4). 190

It is also expected that avoidance of the response modality 191

competition above by voice command enhances performance 192

of a GUI task itself (Hypothesis 5). This hypothesis is con- 193

cernedwith only the secondaryGUI task and voice command. 194

III. METHODS 195

A. PARTICIPANTS 196

Ten healthy 21–23-year-old males (graduate or undergradu- 197

ate students) were recruited from Dept. of Intelligent Sys- 198

tems, Okayama University and participated in the experi- 199

ment. All participants were licensed drivers for 1–5 years. All 200

participants provided written informed consent after receiv- 201

ing a brief explanation of the aim and content of the experi- 202

ment. The experiment was approved by the Ethical Commit- 203

tee, Department of IntelligentMechanical Systems, Okayama 204

University, Japan (Approval No.2019-sys-04). Although only 205

male participants took part in the experiment, we judged that 206

gender difference would not affect the results and the research 207

hypotheses 1-5. 208

B. APPARATUS 209

A steering controller (Logicool, LPRC-14000) was con- 210

nected to a personal computer (PC) (CPU, Intel Core2 Quad 211
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FIGURE 2. Approximate layouts of in-vehicle displays and display of GUI
task.

Q9400 2.66GHz; GPU, NVIDIA GeForce GTX650, 4GB)212

which permitted the participants to direct the car on the213

simulated driving display. We used the PC, a graphic box214

for multiple-monitor outputs (Matrox, TripleHead2Go dig-215

ital edition), and a projector (EPSON, EB-S04) to display216

a simulated main driving task. Participants were required217

to maintain velocity within the speed limit of 80 km/h and218

to maintain a specific distance between their cars and the219

leading cars using the accelerator and the brake pedal of220

the steering controller. We developed the driving simulator221

using Hot Soup Processor 3.4. Four tactors with a diameter222

of 45 mm (Acouve Laboratory Inc., Vp216) were used for223

tactile warning. According to Murata et al. [13], the vibration224

frequency of tactor was set to 64 Hz with an amplitude225

of 10 Vp-p. The tactors were installed on the surface of226

the driver’s seat according to Murata et al. [13] so that the227

vibration could be transmitted via left and right thighs. The228

SOA (Stimulus Onset Asynchrony) and the duration of tactile229

stimulation were set to 1 s and 1 s, respectively, according230

to Murata et al. [13]. The SOA of 1 s meant that a warn-231

ing was presented to the participant 1 s before a target car232

appeared.233

The approximate layouts of the in-vehicle displays and the234

GUI task are shown in Figure 2. As Japanese driver’s seats are235

located on the right, the driver seat was located on the right as236

shown in Figure 2. Two 7-inch liquid crystal display (LCDs)237

(ADOTECHNO, LDC7620)were used to replace both the left238

and the right side mirror; these were used to carry out detec-239

tion tasks of target cars. The horizontal distance between an240

individual participant’s eye and the 7-inch in-vehicle display241

was about 700 mm. The experimental task for detection of242

target cars developed using Hot Soup Processor 3.4 facilitated243

the recording of performance data that included task comple-244

tion time and driver errors. A 10-inch touch panel (Century,245

LCD-10000HT) was placed as shown in Figure 2 and used to246

carry out the GUI task (i.e., secondary task). We developed247

the GUI task using Hot Soup Processor 3.4 to record task248

completion time and driver error.249

FIGURE 3. Example of the display used for a GUI task.

C. TASKS 250

Participants were required to perform a simulated main 251

driving task (including tracking, distance maintenance, and 252

response to target cars) with or without a secondary task (GUI 253

task) (see Figure 3) as accurately and rapidly as possible. 254

Our study involved two tasks, including the main driving 255

task (tracking, distance maintenance, and response to target 256

cars) and the secondary task (GUI task). There were three 257

lanes on the display of driving simulator. In the main driving 258

task, participants were required to drive a middle lane, follow 259

a leading car and suppress the deviation of own car from 260

the center of the 2nd (center) lane as much as possible. 261

Speed was to be maintained at a constant 80 km/h based on 262

readouts provided by a display. Participants were instructed 263

to maintain a distance of 60–100 m between their cars and 264

the leading car. Each participant was informed that he was 265

maintaining an appropriate distance by the display of a green 266

rectangular frame around the image of the leading car. If the 267

distance between the cars fell below 60 m or exceeded 100 m, 268

the participant was informed of this change in status by a 269

change in the color of the rectangular frame. 270

For the detection task of target cars, each participant was 271

instructed to identify a specified car that was displayed on the 272

in-vehicle monitor located near the display for the GUI task 273

(secondary task) by pressing a button located on the right side 274

of the steering wheel (see Figure 2). The decision to place the 275

in-vehicle monitors at the side mirrors near the display of the 276

GUI task was based on previous studies [32], [33]. Potentially 277

dangerous situation occurs also in front of the vehicle. The 278

reaction to a front or rear object is shown to be based on nearly 279

the same protocol [34].Moreover, we judged that the attentive 280

level in front of own car could be assessed by the percentage 281

of time spent at the appropriate distance. Therefore, this study 282

dealt with only the rear target. The detection task of target 283

cars behind own car proceeded as follows: While driving in 284

the second (middle) lane, participants encountered a white, 285

a black, or a red sedan that appeared randomly from the rear 286

of the participant’s car in either the first (left) or the third 287

(right) lane and that eventually passed the participant’s car. 288

The approaching cars caught up with the participant’s car 289
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FIGURE 4. Explanation of the overlaps used to examine the impact of
interference on the main task (driving task and detection task of target
cars) and the GUI task (secondary task).

6 seconds after their appearance. These target cars appeared290

randomly six times for 6 seconds each in either the left or291

the right lane, which resulted in encounters with 36 cars292

(3 types× 12 cars per type) during a single experimental ses-293

sion. The duration of one experimental session was 12 min-294

utes for all four conditions noted above. Participants were295

asked to report the detection of the red sedan (the target car) as296

soon as it appeared in either the left or the right lanes by press-297

ing a button located on the right side of the steering wheel.298

It must be noted that tactile warning activated not for all cars299

but only for the target vehicle. Although this detection task300

based on the color of the following (approaching) car may301

not be representative of and reflect actual hazards detected302

during driving, this experimental design that facilitated rapid303

and accurate detection of a target car was appropriate for the304

assessment of attentional level during a main driving task.305

An example of secondary task (GUI task) is shown in306

Figure 3. Participants were instructed to perform one of the307

following three GUI tasks for the overlapping condition in308

Figure 4, including adjusting the automobile temperature or309

airflow or selecting music on the in-vehicle compact disc310

(CD) player. In one set of experiments, the participants used311

a manual response mode to perform one of the three afore-312

mentioned functions. Specifically, they needed to touch the313

upward- or the downward-pointing arrows on the display to314

increase or decrease the temperature or airflow or to change315

the CD track. Participants must then press the ‘‘OK’’ button316

when the GUI task was completed. When using the voice317

command, the participant’s voices were registered in the318

voice dictionary with recognized terms including ‘‘temper-319

ature,’’ ‘‘flow,’’ ‘‘CD,’’ ‘‘up,’’ ‘‘down,’’ and ‘‘OK.’’ Partici-320

pants were then asked to perform a secondary task using the321

registered voice. This task was repeated for 2 min as shown322

in Figure 4.323

The main and the secondary task do not always overlap324

with one another in real-world driving situations, and overlap325

can occur unexpectedly. Secondary tasks are usually discrete326

events and can result in unexpected interferencewith themain327

driving task (tracking, distance maintenance, and response 328

to target cars). Significant overlap of these two tasks might 329

impair driving safety. Previous studies (for example, [21], 330

[26], [35]), however, did not control for the potential overlap 331

of two tasks. Wickens et al. [21] and Murata [26] used a 332

continuous task as a main task and a discrete task as a sec- 333

ondary task, and investigated the effects of voice command 334

or manual input to a secondary task on the dual task perfor- 335

mance. The dual-task condition of these studied included both 336

temporal overlap of the main (continuous) and the secondary 337

(discrete) task (both tasks were simultaneously conducted) 338

and temporal non-overlap of both tasks (only a main task 339

was conducted), and regarded both temporal overlap and non- 340

overlap as a dual task condition. It is desirable that only the 341

temporal overlap is analyzed as a dual-task condition. There- 342

fore, our study used an experimental design that controlled 343

the temporal overlap of the main and the secondary task as 344

shown in Figure 4. 345

The experiments were carried out for the following four 346

conditions that consisted of the presence or absence of tactile 347

warning and input modality of secondary task (voice com- 348

mand or manual input). In other words, experiments included 349

(I) a simultaneous dual-task situation with tactile warning 350

for the detection of target cars and voice command for the 351

secondary task, (II) a simultaneous dual-task situation with 352

tactile warning for the detection of target cars and manual 353

input for the secondary task, (III) a simultaneous dual-task 354

situation without tactile warning for the detection of target 355

cars and with voice command for the secondary task, and (IV) 356

a simultaneous dual-task situation without tactile warning 357

for the detection of target cars and with manual input for 358

the secondary task. To characterize the safety impairments 359

resulting from the overlap of the main and the secondary task, 360

we controlled the overlap and non-overlap of two tasks as 361

shown in Figure 4. It must be noted that each experiment 362

included both the overlap and the non-overlap condition of 363

the main and the secondary task as shown in Figure 4. 364

Although the above four experiments were conducted, 365

there were actually the following six conditions (presence 366

or absence of tactile warning (two levels) by input modal- 367

ity (three levels: no secondary task (non-overlap), voice 368

command for the secondary task, and manual input for the 369

secondary task): (i) non-overlap with tactile warnings for 370

detecting target cars, (ii) non-overlap without tactile warnings 371

for detecting target cars, (iii) overlap with tactile warnings for 372

detecting target cars and voice command for the secondary 373

task, (iv) overlap with tactile warnings for detecting target 374

cars and manual input for the secondary task, (v) overlap 375

without tactile warnings for detecting target cars but with 376

voice command for the secondary task, and (vi) overlap with- 377

out tactile warnings but with manual input for the secondary 378

task. 379

D. DESIGN AND PROCEDURE 380

The experimental design included two independent within- 381

subject factors. The first factor (independent variable) was the 382
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presence or absence of tactile warnings for detection of target383

cars. The second factor (independent variable) was the input384

modality (no secondary task, voice command for the sec-385

ondary task, and manual input for the secondary task). The386

dependent variables were the tracking error, the percentage of387

time during which appropriate distances from the leading car388

were maintained, the reaction time to target cars on the road,389

the detection error of target cars, and the subjective ratings of390

concentration and situational awareness (For more detail, see391

E. Evaluation measures).392

The participants were permitted to adjust the seat so that393

they could perform the experimental tasks comfortably. After394

receiving a brief explanation of the main driving task and395

the secondary task as described above, the participant was396

provided with time to practice performing the two tasks397

separately and simultaneously. No limits were imposed on398

practice time. Participants were permitted to continue prac-399

ticing with the experimental set-up until they reported that400

they completely understood and were capable of performing401

the two tasks as requested. They practiced a single main402

driving task, a single secondary task, and simultaneously both403

a main driving and a secondary task. The duration of the404

practice sessions differed among participants, ranging from405

25–35 minutes in length. An investigator recorded the per-406

formance data from the practice session and confirmed that407

there was no association between the duration of the practice408

session and participant performance during the experiment.409

The practice data were excluded from the further analysis.410

The experimental trial began after the investigator confirmed411

that the participant reported a full understanding of the tasks412

involved. The learning process was evaluated and the experi-413

ment was initiated while suppressing the learning effect to a414

minimum.415

As shown in Figure 4, the presence or absence of the416

overlap alternated every 2 min during each experimental ses-417

sion. Participants were informed in advance of the alternating418

overlapping and non-overlapping experimental conditions.419

Twelveminutes were required to complete each of four exper-420

iments (I)-(IV) mentioned in C.Tasks. Each subject partici-421

pated in four experiments (I)-(IV) (i.e., presence or absence of422

tactile warnings (two levels)) combined with input modality423

of secondary task (two levels: manual input for a secondary424

task, and voice command for a secondary task). Under the425

dual-task condition, the participants were required to pay426

attention to both the display of driving simulator and that of427

GUI task. As soon as the experiment started, the secondary428

task to be performed such as shown in Figure 3 was presented429

to the participant via the display shown in Figure 2. Immedi-430

ately after one trial was over, the next task was presented to431

the participant until the end of one session. The order in which432

each of the four experiments was introduced was randomized433

across the participants. Participants were asked to perform434

the main driving task alone (i)-(ii) mentioned in C.Tasks)435

or the main driving task simultaneously with secondary task436

((iii)-(vi) mentioned in C.Tasks) as rapidly and accurately as437

possible during the 12 minutes allotted for each of the four438

experiments. The participants were provided with a 5 min 439

break between experiments. 440

E. EVALUATION MEASURES 441

Tracking error, which represents the absolute deviation of the 442

participant’s car from the center of the driving lane (middle 443

lane out of the three lanes), was used to evaluate performance. 444

Tracking error was recorded every 100 ms. Tracking error 445

corresponded to the aggregated absolute deviation from the 446

center of the middle lane across all of the relevant epochs. 447

The participant was also required to maintain an appropri- 448

ate 60–100 m distance between own car and the leading car. 449

This distancewas also recorded every 100ms. The percentage 450

of time in which an appropriate distance between the two cars 451

was maintained was calculated as the duration during which 452

appropriate car distance was maintained divided by the total 453

duration of the experiment (12 min). 454

From the perspective of road safety, conditions that facil- 455

itate more rapid and accurate responses to any given road 456

hazard are desirable outcomes. Overlooking a hazard while 457

driving suggests an inattentive state and thus represents an 458

undesirable event. The time that elapsed from the appearance 459

of a target car on either the left or the right of the participant’s 460

car until the response button was pressed was measured as the 461

reaction time. 462

A total of 72 cars emerged either to the left (36 cars) 463

or to the right (36 cars) of the participant’s car during one 464

experimental session. Among these 72 cars, the target car (red 465

sedan) appeared randomly 12 times to the left and 12 times to 466

the right of the participant’s car. The participant was required 467

to detect the target car while it was on the left or right display. 468

When the participant could not detect the target car until the 469

participant’s car was overtaken by the target car, this was 470

regarded as a detection error. The percentage detection error 471

by each participant was calculated for either left or right 472

side of own car as the ratio of the number of target cars not 473

detected to the total number of target cars (n = 12). 474

The task completion time and the error trials were used as 475

performance measures in the GUI task. At the end of each 476

experiment, the participant was asked to provide a subjective 477

rating on his state of concentration while driving. The scores 478

were recorded on a five-point scale from (1) unable to con- 479

centrate on driving at all under these conditions to (5) able 480

to concentrate sufficiently on driving under these conditions. 481

They were also asked to score their ease of situational aware- 482

ness during a task under these conditions, with scores from 483

(1) indicating that it was very difficult to maintain situational 484

awareness to (5) indicating that it was very easy to maintain 485

situational awareness. It must be noted that the participants 486

were asked to report subjective ratings of concentration and 487

situational awareness not only for the four experimental 488

conditions (iii)-(vi) (overlap) but for the two experi- 489

mental conditions (i)-(ii) (non-overlap (without secondary 490

task) with and without tactile warning) above mentioned 491

(see Figure 3). 492
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TABLE 1. Results of two-way ANOVAs conducted on the tracking error.

FIGURE 5. Tracking error recorded in the presence or absence of tactile
warnings and input modality (no secondary task, secondary task with
manual input, secondary task with voice command).

IV. RESULTS493

A. TRACKING ERROR494

A two-way (the presence or absence of tactile warnings by495

input modality (three levels: no secondary task, manual input496

to a secondary task, and voice command to a secondary task))497

analysis of variance (ANOVA)was carried out on the tracking498

errors. The results of the ANOVA are summarized in Table 1.499

The ANOVA for the tracking error revealed only a significant500

main effect of input modality, and no significant interaction501

was detected.502

In Figure 5, the tracking error is plotted as a function of the503

presence or absence of tactile warnings to target cars on the504

road and the input modality. Tracking error was significantly505

impaired when the secondary task performed with manual506

responses interfered with the performance of main driving507

task (tracking, distance maintenance, and response to target508

cars). Tracking error was reduced when the secondary task509

was executed with voice command. As shown in Figure 5 and510

Table 1, tactile warnings that indicated target cars on the road511

had no impact on improving the tracking errors.512

B. PERCENTAGE OF TIME SPENT AT THE APPROPRIATE513

DISTANCE FROM THE LEADING CAR514

A two-way ANOVA (the presence or absence of tactile515

warnings by input modality (three levels: no secondary task,516

manual input to a secondary task, and voice command to a517

secondary task)) was conducted on the percentage of time518

spent at the appropriate distance (60–100 m) from the leading519

car. The results of the ANOVA are summarized in Table 2.520

TABLE 2. Results of two-way anovas conducted on the percentage
appropriate car distance.

FIGURE 6. Percentage of time during which appropriate distance from the
leading car was maintained in the presence or absence of a tactile
warning and input modality (no secondary task, secondary task with
manual input, secondary task with voice command).

The ANOVA for this evaluation measure revealed only a 521

significant main effect of input modality, and no significant 522

interaction was detected. 523

Figure 6 shows the percentage of time spent at the appro- 524

priate distance from the leading car as a function of the 525

presence or absence of tactile warning and the input modality. 526

When the performance of secondary task interfered with that 527

of the main driving task (tracking, distance maintenance, 528

and response to target cars), this specific safety measure 529

was impaired. Similar to our findings on tracking error, the 530

percentage of time spent at the appropriate distance from the 531

leading car improved when secondary task was performed 532

using voice command. The tactile warnings for the detection 533

of target cars in the main driving task also had no impact on 534

this evaluation measure (Table 2). 535

C. REACTION TIMES TO TARGET CARS 536

A two-way (the presence or absence of tactile warnings by 537

input modality (three levels: no secondary task, manual input 538

to a secondary task, and voice command to a secondary task)) 539

ANOVA was conducted on the reaction times to target cars 540

presented to both the right and left sides of the participant’s 541

car. The results are summarized in Table 3. The ANOVA for 542

this evaluation measure revealed significant main effects of 543

presence or absence of tactile warning and input modality, 544

and no significant interaction was detected. 545
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FIGURE 7. Reaction times (ms) in the presence or absence of tactile warnings and input modality (no
secondary task, secondary task with manual input, secondary task with voice command).

TABLE 3. Results of two-way anovas conducted on the reaction time.

In Figure 7, reaction times are plotted as a function of546

the presence or absence of tactile warnings and the input547

modality. The reaction time increased on both the left and548

the right side when secondary task interfered with the main549

driving task (tracking, distance maintenance, and response to550

target cars). Mitigation of safety impairments by tactile warn-551

ing was more profound when the performance of secondary552

task interfered with the performance of the main driving task553

(tracking, distance maintenance, and response to target cars)554

than in the absence of secondary task.555

D. DETECTION ERROR OF TARGET CARS556

A two-way ANOVA (the presence or absence of tactile557

warnings by input modality (three levels: no secondary task,558

manual input to a secondary task, and voice command to559

a secondary task)) was conducted on the detection error of560

target cars on the left or right side. The results are summarized561

TABLE 4. Results of two-way anovas conducted on the percentage of
target cars that were overlooked.

in Table 4. The ANOVA for this evaluation measure revealed 562

significant main effects of presence or absence of tactile 563

warning and input modality and a significant interaction. 564

In Figure 8, the detection error of target cars is plotted 565

as a function of presence or absence of tactile warning and 566

the input modality. The use of tactile warnings resulted in 567

major improvements of detection error for both conditions 568

with and without a secondary task. A significant interaction 569

between the presence or absence of tactile warnings and the 570

input modality can be interpreted as follows. While the input 571

modality (no secondary task, voice command, and manual 572

input) of a secondary GUI task did not affect the detection 573

error of target cars when the tactile warning was present for 574

the detection of target cars, the improvements in detection 575

error of target cars associated with the absence of tactile 576

warning were significantly larger (in order) in cases in which 577
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FIGURE 8. Detection error of target cars in the presence or absence of tactile warning and input
modality (no secondary task, secondary task with manual input, secondary task with voice command).

the secondary task was conducted with manual input, cases578

in which the secondary task was conducted with voice com-579

mand, and when the secondary task was not conducted.580

E. TASK COMPLETION TIME AND PERCENTAGE CORRECT581

RESPONSES IN THE GUI TASK582

A two-way ANOVA (presence or absence of tactile warning583

by input modality of secondary task (manual input or voice584

command)) was carried out on the task completion time585

of secondary task. Only the main effect of the presence or586

absence of tactile warning (F(1, 9)= 18.278, p < 0.01, power587

of the test: 0.986) was detected. The task completion time is588

shown as a function of presence or absence of tactile warning589

and the input modality (voice command or manual input) in590

the secondary GUI task in Figure 9. Throughout the two-way591

ANOVAs for A to E, the powers of the presence or absence592

of tactile warning and the input modality of secondary task593

were high enough to verify the validity of the results.594

When the secondary task was conducted using voice com-595

mand, the mean percentage correct answers with and without596

tactile warning were 93.81% (SD: 3.97%) and 94.62% (SD:597

1.36%), respectively. As for the secondary task conducted598

using manual input, the mean percentage correct answers599

with and without tactile warning were 95.71% (SD: 2.54%)600

and 95.94% (SD: 3.14%), respectively. A similar ANOVA601

conducted on the mean percentage correct answers revealed602

no significant main effects and interaction. These results603

indicate that while tactile warning contributed to more rapid604

responses when performing the GUI tasks, the voice com-605

mand did not accelerate the pace of the GUI task.606

FIGURE 9. Task completion time in the GUI task as a function of the
presence or absence of tactile warning and input modality (manual input
or voice command).

F. SUBJECTIVE RATINGS ON DRIVER CONCENTRATION 607

AND SITUATIONAL AWARENESS 608

We evaluated the subjective ratings provided by the partic- 609

ipants on conditions for secondary task that included tac- 610

tile warnings with voice command, tactile warnings without 611

voice command (with manual input), no tactile warnings 612

but with voice command, and no tactile warnings without 613

voice command (with manual input) using a Scheffe’s mul- 614

tiple comparison (see Table 5(1)). The subjective ratings 615
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TABLE 5. Results of non-parametric tests conducted on the subjective
ratings on concentration during driving.

FIGURE 10. Subjective ratings of participant’s concentration while driving
as a function of presence or absence of tactile warning and input
modality (no secondary task, secondary task with manual input,
secondary task with voice command).

for driver concentration were evaluated with a focus on the616

presence and absence of tactile warning using a Wilcoxon617

non-parametric test when no secondary task was executed618

(see Table 5(2)). The subjective ratings on driver concen-619

tration were compared to one another for conditions that620

included tactile warnings with secondary task, tactile warn-621

ings without secondary task, no tactile warnings with sec-622

ondary task, and no tactile warnings without secondary task623

using a Scheffe’s multiple comparison (see Table 5(3)).624

The results of the analyses for the concentration ratings625

are summarized in Table 5. Figure 10 corresponds to the626

subjective concentration ratings plotted as a function of the627

presence or absence of tactile warning and the input modal-628

ity (no secondary task, manual input to a secondary task,629

and voice command to a secondary task). Similar results of630

FIGURE 11. Subjective ratings of participant effort required to maintain
situational awareness during driving as a function of presence or absence
of tactile warnings and input modality (no secondary task, secondary task
with manual input, secondary task with voice command).

TABLE 6. Results of non-parametric tests conducted on the subjective
ratings of participant effort required to maintain situational awareness
during driving.

statistical tests performed to evaluate the subjective ratings 631

of situational awareness are shown in Table 6. In Figure 11, 632

these subjective ratings were plotted as a function of the 633

presence or absence of tactile warning and the input modality 634

(no secondary task, manual input to a secondary task, and 635

voice command to a secondary task). 636

For both sets of subjective ratings (i.e., driver concentration 637

(Figure 10) and situational awareness (Figure 11)), several 638

important tendencies were observed. When secondary task 639

interfered with the performance of the main driving task 640

(tracking, distance maintenance, and response to target cars), 641

both driver concentration and situational awareness were 642

impaired. In such a situation, tactile warnings improved both 643

concentration and situational awareness. Moreover, concen- 644

tration and situational awareness increasedwhen tactile warn- 645

ings were combined with voice command in the secondary 646

task. 647
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V. DISCUSSION648

Hypotheses 1 (see Figure 1) were related to tactile warning649

and the main driving task. Hypothesis 1 refers to avoidance650

of stimulus modality competition by tactile warning and pre-651

dicts that quick and accurate responses to target cars on the652

road are promoted by tactile warning. As suggested by past653

studies [10], [11], [12], Hypothesis 1 was verified as shown in654

Figures 7 and 8. Although the responses to target cars cannot655

be necessarily regarded as responses to road hazards, quick656

responses to target cars are expected to lead to quick and657

accurate responses even to road hazards.658

Hypothesis 2, that is also related to tactile warning and the659

main driving task, predicts that fast responses to target cars660

do not improve the efficiency of other driving activity such as661

tracking and distance maintenance, although rapid responses662

to targets cars was promoted by tactile warning as verified663

above. As shown in Figures 5 and 6, tactile warning did not664

contribute to the mitigation of spatial processing competition665

among tracking, distance maintenance, and responses to tar-666

get cars during driving, which verified Hypothesis 2.667

Hypothesis 3 includes the concept of resource competition668

for central processing and is concernedwith both tactile warn-669

ing and voice command. There is no resource competition670

for central processing between a secondary GUI task (verbal671

processing) and a reaction task to target cars on the road672

(spatial processing). As shown in Figure 9, fast responses to673

target cars by tactile warning led to fast responses in the GUI674

task, which was in support of Hypothesis 3.675

Hypothesis 4 is related to voice command and tactile warn-676

ing and avoidance of response modality competition between677

manual input to a GUI task and manual responses during678

driving such as manual tracking or distance maintenance,679

and predicts that avoidance of response modality competition680

by voice command in a secondary GUI task will contribute681

to the improvement of the main driving task. Voice com-682

mand contributed to the decrease of tracking error and the683

increase of percentage of time at the appropriate distance,684

which verified Hypothesis 4 (see Figures 5 and 6). This685

result corresponds well with Owens et al. [27], Miller et al.686

[28], and Alvarez et al. [29] that verified the effectiveness687

of voice command under a dual-task condition. On the other688

hand, voice command did not further contribute to quick and689

accurate responses to target cars on the road (see Figure 7 and690

8) except for the data that the reaction time on the left side691

was higher when the GUI task was performed with voice692

command than when it was performed manually. This result693

must indicate that voice command for a secondary GUI task694

does not improve the speed and accuracy of target detection in695

the main driving task. Since the speed and accuracy of target696

detection was improved to a larger extent by tactile warning,697

there must be no room for improving the target detection698

efficiency by voice command.699

Hypothesis 5 is concerned with voice command and the700

GUI task, and predicts that avoidance of the response modal-701

ity competition between manual inputs in GUI tasks and702

manual responses during driving will enhance performance 703

of a GUI task itself. Voice command did not lead to more 704

quick and accurate response in a GUI task than manual 705

input, which did not support Hypothesis 5 (see IV.RESULTS, 706

E and Figure 9). The GUI task must have been too sim- 707

ple to demonstrate an advantage of voice command over 708

manual input. However, it must be noted that the advantage 709

of voice command over manual input appeared not in the 710

secondary GUI task (Figure 8) and the response to a target car 711

(Figures 6 and 7) but in the tracking error (Figure 4) and the 712

distance maintenance (Figure 5). While Owens et al. [27], 713

Miller et al. [28], Alvarez et al. [29], and Jung et al. [31] 714

demonstrated that voice command is effective under a dual- 715

task condition, a few studies such as Lee et al. [5] and 716

Ranney et al. [30] are skeptic about the effectiveness of voice 717

command. This must indicate that voice command is not 718

always effective and that the effectiveness depend on the 719

situation. The future research should take the workload of a 720

secondary GUI task into account and examine whether the 721

advantage of voice command over manual input is observed 722

when the workload of GUI task is higher than that in this 723

study. 724

Tactile warnings contributed to more rapid and accurate 725

responses to target cars irrespective of absence or presence 726

of a secondary task (see Figures 7 and 8) and faster responses 727

in a GUI task (Figure 9) according to Hypotheses 1 and 3, 728

respectively. Hypothesis 3 is also regarded as representing an 729

interaction between the main driving task and the secondary 730

GUI task. While voice command contributed to reductions in 731

tracking errors and increased the percentage of time spent at 732

an appropriate distance from a leading car as shown according 733

to Hypothesis 4, voice command did not contribute to the 734

improvements of response speed and accuracy to target cars 735

during the main driving task. 736

As already mentioned, tactile warning improved speed and 737

accuracy of response to target cars and the speed of secondary 738

GUI task and voice command improved tracking error and 739

percentage of appropriate distance maintenance. In short, 740

tactile warning and voice command differently contributed 741

to improvements of impaired safety. It must be noted that 742

unlike these results, both voice command and tactile warning 743

contributed to enhance subjective ratings of concentration 744

and situational awareness during driving. 745

As far as this study is concerned, appropriate countermea- 746

sures to prevent performance decrements potentially leading 747

to a crash are to prevent competitions of stimulus modalities 748

and competitions of central processing modalities by tactile 749

warning (based on Hypotheses 1 and 3) and to prevent com- 750

petition of response modalities by voice command (based 751

on Hypothesis 4). This indicates that tactile warning and 752

voice command should be used for different effects based on 753

Hypotheses 1 and 3 (performance enhancement of responses 754

to target cars and secondary GUI task by tactile warning) 755

and Hypothesis 4 (performance enhancement of tracking and 756

distance maintenance by voice command), respectively. 757
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The limitations of this study can be summarized as follows.758

The detection of target cars in this study is different from759

real-world situations to detect hazards. As a hazard appears760

unexpectedly in a real-world situation, this study might not761

reflect such a situation. However, it must be noted that the762

decrement of response speed and accuracy to target cars763

potentially leads to slow and inaccurate responses to a hazard764

that appears unexpectedly. More realistic scenarios of hazard765

detection would be necessary in future research. Although766

the result of this study was obtained in a quiet experimental767

setting and without recognition error of voice command,768

the recognition accuracy of voice command is expected to769

decrease under noisy environment. Potentially dangerous sit-770

uations can also occur even in front of vehicle. Future work771

should use both front and rear dangers (target cars) to enhance772

the generalizability of the results. As the actual workload in a773

real-world driving situation must be different from that in this774

study, we should investigate whether the results are applicable775

to a real-world situation. Increasing the sample size, future776

work should also be conducted to verify the results for other777

populations such as female participants or older adults.778

VI. CONCLUSION779

This study attempted to investigate how the performance780

decrements (such as increase of reaction time to a target781

car and detection error of target cars) resulting from the782

interference of a main driving task (tracking, distance mainte-783

nance, and response to target cars) and a secondary task were784

mitigated by tactile warning and voice command. The perfor-785

mance measures corresponded to (A) the detection speed and786

accuracy of target cars during the main driving task, (B) the787

tracking error during themain driving task, (C) the percentage788

of time spent at the appropriate distance during the main789

driving, and (D) the speed and accuracy of secondary GUI790

task.791

(1) Tactile warning and voice command did not jointly but792

separately contributed to the improvement of these perfor-793

mance measures (A)-(D).794

(2) Tactile warning contributed to the improvement of795

measures (A) and (D).796

(3) Voice command enhanced the measures (B) and (C).797
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